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CHEAT SHEET

Executive coach. An executive coach is a qualified professional who helps a candidate
overcome obstacles and achieve developmental goals. Coaches can be enlisted for specific
issues or mid- to long-range engagements.
What’s the need? Ensure that a coach is the right solution by assessing if you have a
developmental need that can be fulfilled by feedback with an expert and if you are willing to
make required adjustments.
Cost consideration. Determine if the coaching will be company sponsored. If so, first discuss
it with your supervisor and HR.
Contract. Within the agreement with your coach, determine fee arrangements, desired
engagement and work product, diagnostics/tools, confidentiality provisions, and the option to
terminate if it is not a good fit.

When I was promoted from my first in-house job, which was an individual contributor role, to be the
leader of a team of lawyers and legal professionals, I thought I was ready to jump into new waters
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and would lead the team seamlessly. After all, I was a skilled lawyer who had deep expertise in the
subject matter, and I had seen lots of other lawyers “supervising” during my time. However, I
followed a model of “leading” that was destined to fail: I would make decisions. I would announce the
decisions. And my team of lawyers and professionals would learn to do their work the way I liked it
done.

What I quickly learned was that this is not leadership; it is a model of supervision (not leading) that
does not build collaboration or inspire a team to innovate and deliver excellent results. I was lucky
enough as that transition unfolded to work for a company that recognized the importance of high-end
executive coaching for emerging leaders. My company engaged a world-class executive coach to
help me navigate my new role over an extended engagement. It was the start of my journey to
become an authentic leader and was one of the most transformative periods of my career, setting me
on an entirely new path. It would also be the first of a number of coaching engagements I would
embrace as my career unfolded, with each engagement focused on unique and targeted goals and
transitions.

Because of the powerful impact of coaching on my development, when I speak or write on
leadership for lawyers, I often highlight my perspective that coaching is an incredibly powerful
tool for lawyers aspiring to lead.

Because of the powerful impact of coaching on my development, when I speak or write on leadership
for lawyers, I often highlight my perspective that coaching is an incredibly powerful tool for lawyers
aspiring to lead. However, coaching for lawyers is still uncommon enough that I often get questions
about how it works, how it affects lawyers in different stages of their career, and what considerations
should be analyzed before undertaking a coaching engagement. In this article, I will demystify the
different forms of coaching, and outline the considerations you will want to assess before engaging a
coach to assist you in your career development.

Coaching in a nutshell

The first step is to understand what coaching is. A coach, in the career context, is a qualified
professional who can partner with a coaching candidate on a range of developmental goals. These
may include gathering data about themselves and their performance, growing their self-awareness,
supporting the candidate in the identification and achievement of goals, providing real-time and
candid feedback and analysis, and, in short, helping the candidate overcome any hurdles to achieve
their full potential.

Coaches are typically engaged by the individual themselves, or the coaching candidate’s employer,
and paid for their time on either an hourly or flat-fee basis. They partner closely with the candidate
over a short or extended period, with one or more developmental goals in mind. Depending on the
scope of the coaching engagement, the coach may engage other stakeholders (e.g., supervisors,
peers, subordinates, and even friends and spouses) for feedback or insights over time, and may
issue some type of work product (e.g., a set of feedback or other diagnostic reports) or no work
product at all.

Questions to ask a potential coach
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It is important to the success of your coaching engagement that you engage a coach who is the right
fit for your development goals, and for you. Consider leveraging some of these inquiries as you
interview potential coaches:

Are you certified by any coaching organizations, or have you been through any relevant
training programs?
What is your background in coaching lawyers in my practice venue and/or type of
organization?
How do you collect feedback and provide that feedback to the individual you are coaching?
What types of diagnostic tools do you use?
What do you think is different about coaching lawyers vs. non-lawyers?
What is your overall coaching philosophy and methodology?
Tell me about your coaching process and cadence of communication with the person you are
coaching.
How do you think about the partnership with the individual you are coaching?
How do you work with the leadership or relevant stakeholders (e.g., HR) in the organization of
the individual you are coaching to drive the most impact?
Tell me about other coaching engagements where you have worked with individuals similar to
me, and how did they achieve their development goals?
Given your understanding of my development goals, what do you think success looks like for
me at the end of the engagement?
How do you measure progress as the coaching process unfolds?
What things have driven a coaching engagement to fail for you or the candidate in past
engagements?
Why do you think you are a culture match for me and my organization?
Do you have references you can provide about your coaching work?

Different forms of coaching and how to identify the best one for you

Coaching engagements can come in many different forms, from very discrete engagements to full
blown partnerships that last months or years. In their most discrete form, individuals may seek a
coach to help them with a very specific issue, like improving their boardroom skills or better
demonstrating their financial acumen. Mid-range engagements can come in the form of hiring a
coach to guide you through your transition between jobs, coach you as you transition into a role of
increased scope, or help you onboard into a new role. In their broadest form, coaching engagements
come in the form of a multi-month, yearlong, or year-over-year engagement, during which the coach
offers you support in the full range of your role and development goals. Many C-suite executives
keep a coach on retainer to maximize their performance and development.

A coach may be the right fit for your development support during the following times:

Making a move to a new stretch role outside of your expertise, or leading a team for the first
time;
Successfully launching your first C-suite role;
Tackling any number of developmental complexities, from growing your self-awareness, to
improving your communication skills, to increasing visibility or developing your business
acumen;
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Learning how to grow and develop relationships with peers or subordinates;
While in transition to clarify what’s next and how to get there;
Learning how to thoughtfully build and resource a development plan, and how to fill out flat
spots; and
Gathering 360 feedback and leveraging results in a variety of ways to benefit your
development.

Regardless of what your need is, it is critical to identify it and the motivation behind addressing that
need, and what the impact will be in your career if you tackle it. It is also recommended that you
pressure test the work you’re going to tackle with the right audience, for example your supervisor or
your mentor/sponsor who can give you feedback about whether or not that work will truly benefit you
in the ways you expect. In addition, and as discussed later, you can also test out these identified
needs as you assess prospective coaches.

Assessing if you can benefit from a coach

Once you identify the developmental work you want to undertake, make sure that a coach is the right
resource to support that work. I often have conversations with lawyers who think a coach sounds like
a solution to any of their development complexities. Before you consider any coaching engagement,
it is important to take a pause to consider if you can benefit from a coach and what you are trying to
accomplish with that engagement. Coaching engagements are a monetary investment — and a
significant time investment. Ensure that when you identify the work you want to undertake, that the
tool fits the issue.

Regardless of what your need is, it is critical to identify it and the motivation behind
addressing that need, and what the impact will be in your career if you tackle it.

For example, if your development issues focus on the expansion of technical expertise or financial
acumen, a coach is probably not the right fit for you. Your development investment may be better
focused on leveraging the right educational opportunities or stretch assignments in your organization
to gather those skills. Similarly, if you know that you are a person who — at this stage in your
development — is not open to feedback and does not have the willingness to change, again, a coach
is probably not the right tool. You should have a developmental need that is best fulfilled by feedback
and reflective consultation with the right expert, and you must have a desire to make needed
adjustments in your practices and development to evolve with the input of that expert coaching.

What are 360 feedback and diagnostics, and how do they work?

360 FEEDBACK: 360 feedback is the process of collecting feedback about a coaching
candidate from the candidate’s direct reports, peers, supervisors, other leaders, members of
the candidate’s personal board of directors, and even individuals outside the organization
(i.e., a 360-degree view of the coaching candidate). The 360 feedback process can be
scoped by the candidate in partnership with the coach, and if the candidate’s organization is
directly involved in the coaching, the organization may have input on who the feedback
providers should be. 360 feedback reports can be done electronically in a survey style tool, or
through direct interviews by the coach or other individuals, and then compiled in a report. The
candidate can either receive that report in raw data or in a curated report of insights distilled
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by the coach. That feedback is most impactful when it includes a diverse set of raters who
can offer varying views of the candidate from many different perspectives. In addition, the
individuals providing the feedback can either be anonymous or identified to the recipient. If
you are using 360 feedback as part of your coaching process, be very deliberate in who you
select for your feedback report, getting a diverse and full set of perspectives, but also not
being overly inclusive to the feedback’s detriment.
DIAGNOSTICS: Coaches can often use a diagnostic tool or tools as part of their coaching
process. Depending on what the development goals of the candidate are, the coach can
deploy the right tool to gather data that will be beneficial in giving the candidate data about
themselves and their development. Those can be robust assessments, like the Hogan
Business Reasoning Assessment or the Harrison Assessment. Or they might be something
more discrete, like a core leadership strength assessment or personality test. Those tools can
also be used at the close of a coaching engagement to measure the success of the
candidate’s work.

Types of coaches and how to find the right one

Coaches come in many shapes and sizes, and it is important to find the right one. As noted, you can
find highly specialized coaches to support you in very targeted developmental needs, or you may be
looking for a more robust executive coaching engagement to support you holistically. It is incredibly
important to have a coach who you can trust, and is a good fit for you, in both style and substance.
Some questions to ask yourself as you assess what kind of coach you need include:

What are the developmental goals you are trying to accomplish?
Does the potential coach have expertise in those areas?
Are there certain coaching certifications I’m seeking?
Does the potential coach have proven success in driving growth and development in those
areas?
Is the potential coach’s style a fit for me?
Does the potential coach have clients that share my developmental needs?
Does the potential coach have a format for coaching that is a fit for my desired investment
(financial and time)?
Do I know others who have worked with the potential coach and who may be able to offer me
advice?
Do I have relationships within my personal board of directors who can help me assess the fit
of this coach for my situation?

There are a few different ways to find a potential pool of coaches for your issue. You can leverage
your personal board of directors and network for referrals. In addition, there are several different
websites that offer lawyer focused coaches that might offer you a starting point. Finally, you can also
leverage your human resources department to help you find the right resource depending on your
developmental need. Given the close and critical role a coach will play in your development, personal
referrals are often the most powerful for overall success.

Once you settle on a list of potential coaches, you should do as much intel as you can on those
coaches and their backgrounds and schedule an interview call with the potential candidates. During
that call, you should express the topics highlighted earlier, as well as gather key information about
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the coach’s style, background, coaching areas in which they specialize, coaching process, and their
qualifications and certifications, if any.

Ways to capture the insights from your coaching work

Documenting your coaching work is beneficial for several reasons. First, it is an incredibly helpful
development tool to record insights, feedback, and developmental milestones for your reference and
use today and beyond. In addition, at the close of the coaching engagement, it is critical to assess
what you have accomplished along the way, both for progress assessment and to celebrate your
success. Below are some ways you can record insights from your coaching work:

Maintain a log with standing items for your work with your coach, such as goals
accomplished, experiences for reflection, opportunity areas, future development milestones,
and other categories that may fit with your work.
Track your coaching reflections and/or insights about yourself or others in an Outlook note or
Word document; this can be an evolving or living document.
Carve out disciplined time on a weekly or bi-weekly basis to record progress.
Set aside sections of time on a quarterly basis to do deeper dive reflections on your coaching
work and how it is tracking against your development plan.
Start a standing text message stream to yourself where you can record reflections or
resources as they occur to you for later consolidation.
Keep all your coaching material (feedback reports, diagnostics, notes, tools from your coach)
in a central notebook or electronic file.
Start a separate list of wins that you can capture for yourself (and for your organization),
reflect on it regularly, and use it for your annual or semiannual performance or check-in.

How to engage a coach and cost considerations

In advance of engaging and agreeing to terms with a coach, it is important to pause and consider
whether you want this coaching engagement to be company sponsored. That sponsorship can come
in two different ways, (1) investment of time or resources, and/or (2) investment of capital. If you
desire engagement of your company in either or both ways, it is first important to discuss it with your
direct supervisor, in partnership with your human resources team. Sometimes individuals can miss
this important step and by doing so, eliminate the opportunity for your company to be a key partner
during your coaching work and/or cover the cost of coaching.

Once you have aligned on whether you will be undertaking the coaching engagement on your own, or
with some form of company sponsorship, you can begin to undertake the work of engaging your
coach and agreeing on cost. Ensure that you have a robust and well thought engagement letter that
outlines exactly what will be covered by the coaching engagement, and that clearly delineates the
costs and how they will be paid. Coaching engagements can come in any range of costs, from a few
hundred dollars an hour, to tens of thousands of dollars for a longer engagement.

You should consider the following topics in reaching a final agreement with your coach on the
engagement:
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The fee arrangement for the engagement, who will make the payment, and when the fees will
be paid;
A potential “early out” if the coaching engagement turns out not to be a good fit at some
interim point;
Clear terms about how you will engage and communicate with your coach;
Outline of what the phases of the coaching work will be and what work product the coaching
engagement will generate;
An identification of any 360 feedback tools and/or diagnostics that will be used;
Confidentiality provisions that protect your information or make it clear how the content will be
used;
Clear understanding about what transparency, if any, your organization will have to the
coaching work; and
A provision that enables you to have and use the work well into the future.

Getting the most out of it 

Coaching is a significant investment, regardless of the scope. Consequently, you should set yourself
up for success to get the most of that work. That plan for success can include several different
elements. First, start with yourself. Make sure that you are open and ready for the feedback that your
coach provides and be prepared to grow. Always remember that growth can be uncomfortable and
seeking out support along the way will be important to your overall success, both from your coach
and from others. In addition, come to your conversations with your coach prepared with an agenda,
either self or jointly prepared, and be ready to do the work. Make sure to keep notes of your coaching
reflections in a separate notebook or in a file on your computer that you can reference for your
progress, and to benchmark at the end of your coaching engagement.

First, start with yourself. Make sure that you are open and ready for the feedback that your
coach provides and be prepared to grow.

Ultimately, coaching work is undertaken to move you along your career journey, and ultimately that
evolution cannot occur in a vacuum. To that end, in many situations, it can be a powerful multiplier to
share outcomes of your coaching work with relevant stakeholders to show (1) your investment in your
development and its importance to you, and (2) provide understanding to others on how they can
support you in your career growth.

Along those same lines, if your coaching is company sponsored or even company initiated, your
organization will likely want to be engaged in different ways along with coaching engagement. That
can include having transparency to the work along the process, gleaning understanding about how
your supervisor, team, or the organization can support you in your development goals, or even
getting a final report out on the outcomes of the coaching work and reset development and/or
performance goals. Each candidate will need to be clear about her tolerance level for transparency
along the way, and match that with the organization’s expectations.

Finally, it is important to understand that one of the most powerful things your coach can provide you
is broader context about your organization, its leadership, and its strategy, and how you and your
career development fit into those structures. If positioned in the right way, your coach can have
access to your leader, and even expanded leadership, who can provide important feedback about
your development goals and the way those goals, and the path you’ve mapped to achieve them,
match up to organizational culture and opportunities on the horizon. In addition, they can often get
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data from within the organization, and feedback about the candidate, that the coaching candidate
may not be able to obtain themselves.

Keeping your coaching work alive and using it to launch the next
career phase

Once you complete your coaching work, don’t simply put it in a drawer and forget about it. That
developmental work can provide you with refreshing perspectives over time, and it is good to dust it
off at least annually. Make a note to review where you were, and more importantly, where you are, as
well as where you are going. Capturing that investment and revisiting your developmental progress is
part of the overall impact and value of a coaching engagement.

Moreover, development is a continuous improvement exercise, that must be revisited regularly and
resourced in many ways. Your coaching work, whether discrete in time or over an extended period,
can be a transformative experience that can alter the course of your career, or simply offer you a
vision for your career that perhaps you could not have crafted on your own. Regardless of your goal,
ensure you enter the process educated, as an advocate for yourself, ready to grow in response to
feedback, and prepared to make the safest investment you can ever make — an investment in
yourself.

ACC EXTRAS ON… Coaching

ACC Docket

Mentor, Sponsor, Coach, Oh My: Navigating Career Relationships (May 2019). 

Creating, Retaining, and Maintaining Winning Teams (Jan. 2017). 

The Wizard Behind the Curtain: How to Leverage Key Strategies to Fuel Your Path to In-house
Leadership (July 2016). 

  
  

  Megan Belcher  
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Senior VP, General Counsel, and Corporate Secretary

The Scoular Company

Megan Belcher is senior VP, general counsel, and corporate secretary for The Scoular Company. In
her role, she leads the company’s legal team, as well as its communication and brand marketing
functions. Prior to joining Scoular, she was a partner in the Kansas City office of Husch Blackwell
LLP, which followed nine years with Conagra Brands, where she last served as VP and chief counsel
— employment law and compliance. She is also a Certified Compliance and Ethics Professional. 
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